Abstract. This paper presents an experimental research of identification method proposed by the authors in their previous works. The method was developed to identify a linear observation model in remote sensing images. It uses the relation between energy spectra of input and output images, and it is called energy spectrum method. The latest modification of the method applies vector map data from geoinforation system to construct an image with energy spectrum similar to energy spectrum of unknown undistorted image. Vector map and input image had been supposed to be exactly spatially coherent. In this paper the algorithm's quality is investigated in case of inexact spatial matching of input image and vector map. Accuracy of input image georeference and accuracy of vector map borders are considered as major spatial mismatch factors. Experimental evaluation of the these factors influence on quality of impulse response restoration is provided. 
Introduction
The common way to describe the process of image acquisition in remote sensing systems is a linear observation model [1] . For different applications, for example, for image correction, it is important to estimate the parameters of the model using only observed image. State of the art methods of system's impulse response identification [2] [3] [4] work mainly with one dimensional signals or have high computational complexity, that significantly impedes their use in case of remote sensing images.
In papers [5] [6] we described an approach of system impulse response estimation based on the relation between energy spectra of observed image and original undistorted image. It is called energy spectrum method. It supposes that original image is unknown. The method allows to identify two dimensional symmetrical nonnegative impulse response. Occurrence of geoinformation systems (GIS) and electronic map services makes possible to use accumulated vector data for remote sensing image processing. In article [7] we proposed a modification of energy spectrum method using GIS data. This modification was considered in case of exact geometrical matching of observed image and vector map. In practice this condition may not be satisfied because of georeferencing errors and borders changes cased by lower updating rates for vector data.
The aim of present research is to evaluate experimentally an influence of spatial mismatch factors on the quality of impulse response estimation. The paper is organized as follows. In first section we adduce the computer realization of energy spectrum method using GIS data. The second section describes experimental research of the method in case of inexact georeferencing of observed image and mismatch of object borders on observed image and vector map.
Energy spectrum method modification using GIS data
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An estimations of energy spectrum on stages 4 and 5 could be obtained using standard methods of digital spectral analysis. To know more about these methods see [7] .
Experimental research
Preparation of input data for the experiments includes following stages:
1. Generate original undistorted image and borders mask corresponding to it. Both images have sampling step 1 T and size M M  pixels. Correlation coefficient between neighbor pixels of original undistorted image is denoted as  . 
where
is estimated impulse response. Expression (4) can be interpreted as relative error of impulse response restoration. The experimental research was made with absence of noise.
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Quality of impulse response restoration in case of inexact georeference of input image
To investigate the influence of georeference accuracy on the quality of impulse response estimation mosaic images were used as input. Input images were generated in accordance with the process described above with following parameters
The example of observed picture is shown in fig. 1 . It is seen from the charts that average value of impulse response estimation error does not exceed 10% in case of MODIS sensor model and shift parameter value about 2-3 pixels of observed image. Such georeference accuracy meets the requirements of many image processing methods and can be achieved by standard georeferecing methods.
As for the impulse response modeling ETM+ sensor, shifting becomes a problem and does not allow to reconstruct it with appropriate accuracy. The reason is wider impulse response with higher smoothing characteristics in terms of observed image pixels.
Quality of impulse response restoration in case of objects borders mismatch on vector map and observed image
In order to estimate the influence of inexact vector map on the quality of impulse response restoration, simulated images were used. The images of agricultural landscape from Landsat 7 were transformed into piecewise-constant form by averaging pixel values within the borders of agricultural fields vector map for the same sowing season. Piecewise-constant images represented original undistorted image data and had following parameters
Ideal border mask was made as a result of initial vector map rasterization. Distortions in vector map were made as a result of partial replacement of objects' borders by borders from previous sowing season of the same objects. We used the following ratio: In fig. 4 the graph of impulse response RMSE depending on S  value is presented. It can be seen that border changes up to 2% of total objects area do not affect on quality of restoration. However, RMSE is significantly higher than in previous experiment. The reason is that mosaic images had simpler borders geometry than the real vector map objects. The influence of borders geometry on quality of impulse response restoration is the question of future research.
Conclusion
The experimental research presented in paper shows that energy spectrum method using GIS data can be applied in case of inexact spatial matching of observed image and vector map. It was shown that allowable georeferencing error is about 2 or 3 pixels of observed image as a result of simulation for MODIS impulse response. Experiments also shown that allowable changes in borders of vector map are about 2% from total area of objects. Further research deals with estimation border geometry influences on the quality of impulse response restoration and with developing of method's modification that will be stable to various spatial mismatches in vector map and image data. 
